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TASMANIAN INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION

Industrial Relations Act 1984
s29 application for hearing of an industrial dispute


Brendon Nowak
(T13833 of 2011)

and

J K Peddell & S E Peddell
trading as Bing-I-Oysters(ABN 29250221613)



PRESIDENT TIM ABEY

HOBART, 29 July 2013


Industrial dispute – entitlement to pro rata long service leave – legal representation – application to dismiss for want of prosecution –resignation based on ‘other pressing necessity’ – application granted – order issued


DECISION


In this matter Mr Nowak seeks a pro rata long service leave (LSL) entitlement pursuant to s8(3) of the Long Service Leave Act 1976 (LSL Act).

The application was lodged with the Tasmanian Industrial Commission (TIC) on 14 September 2011. The LSL claim was a separate component of an application which dealt with an alleged breach of The Shellfish Industry Award, being the underpayment of wages (award breach) in addition to the LSL matter.  

The matter was listed for a conciliation conference before McAlpine C on 19 October 2011 but failed to resolve. A jurisdictional issue was raised in relation to the alleged award breach aspect which was ultimately determined in a decision of McAlpine C dated 11 April 2012.

The respondent appealed against this decision.

In a decision dated 8 August 2012 a Full Bench (majority decision) upheld the appeal and overturned the finding of McAlpine C. This effectively ended that part of the application through lack of jurisdiction. However the LSL aspect was not affected by this decision and remains on foot.

Preliminary Issues

When the matter came on for hearing on 3 May 2013 the respondent raised two preliminary issues, both of which were determined on transcript. I now confirm these decisions in writing.


Legal Representation

Ms Brooks, a legal practitioner, sought leave to appear for the applicant. This application was opposed by the respondent.

Mr Cameron submitted that whilst this application was lodged pursuant to s29(1A) of the Industrial Relations Act 1984 (IR Act), it was in reality a dispute arising out of the LSL Act.

Sections 13 and 14 of the LSL Act provide for disputes in relation to LSL to be referred to a TIC Commissioner with appeals to a Full Bench. Section 14A(1) states:

“A person is not entitled to be represented by a (legal) practitioner at the hearing of a dispute under section 13 or the hearing of an appeal under section 14.”

Mr Cameron submitted that the intent of Parliament was simply to remove the necessity for applicants to first lodge a claim with the Secretary and thus avoid the delays associated with a Workplace Standards (WS) investigation. The capacity to now apply directly to the Tasmanian Industrial Commission through s29(1A) of the IR Act, should not be read as overriding the specifics of the LSL Act which explicitly bars legal representation.

I disagree. There are two quite discrete avenues for resolving disputes in relation to LSL; s29(1) of the IR Act and s13 of the LSL Act. An applicant has an unfettered choice as to which avenue is pursued in the knowledge that if the LSL Act is chosen, the application will be subject to a WS investigation, at least initially.

There are material differences in the process under the two Acts. Apart from the WST investigation, for example, an appeal lodged under s70 of the IR Act must be done so within 21 days whereas under regulation 5(1) of the Long Service Leave Regulations 2000, 28 days is allowed.

In my view the specifics of the two Acts must be read as standing alone. Thus, if the application is lodged pursuant to s29(1A) of the IR Act, then the relevant provisions of the IR Act must be read in their entirety, including the capacity to grant leave for a legal practitioner to appear (s28).

Accordingly, Ms Brooks was granted leave to appear for the applicant.

Application to Dismiss for Want of Prosecution

The respondent submits that the actions (or lack of) of the applicant have resulted in inordinate and inexcusable delay, which has been to the prejudice of the respondent. Accordingly, Mr Cameron submits that the application should, pursuant to s21(2)(c) of the IR Act, be dismissed for want of prosecution.

The timelines in relation to this matter are set out in correspondence tendered by the respondent. Exhibit R1 Noting that much of the following relates to both the alleged award breach and LSL applications, the history of this matter is summarised as follows:

11 May 2011 - matter first raised by applicant’s solicitors by correspondence.
May to September 2011 - exchanges of correspondence and meetings aimed at finding a resolution without resort to the TIC. Matter failed to resolve.
14 September 2011 - Application lodged with TIC.
19 October 2011 - Conciliation conference before McAlpine C. A further conference scheduled for 21 November 2011.
October to December 2011 - Further exchange of correspondence concerning substance and status of claim, time and wage records, formalisation of offers etc. Parties agree to vacate 21 November 2011 hearing date.
6 January 2012 - TIC emails parties seeking status update.
19 January 2012 - Respondent writes to McAlpine C. seeking to have the application dismissed for lack of prosecution or in the alternative, directions seeking a response to offer of settlement.
10 February 2012 - Applicant responds to respondent seeking a variation of sum claimed.
27 February 2012 - Respondent writes to McAlpine C. highlighting lack of particularisation, jurisdictional issues (relating to Award breach claim) and absence of better medical particulars. Requests that the matter be listed for hearing “at the earliest possible date in order that the matter can be finalised one way or the other.”
28 February 2012 - Ms Brooks meets with Dr Watchorn, Mr Nowak’s psychologist.
5 March 2012 - Listed for hearing before McAlpine C. Applicant provides further medical advice from Dr Watchorn  Exhibit A1 which respondent rejects as inadequate.
11 April 2012 - McAlpine C. hands down decision on jurisdictional question (not related to LSL). 
1 May 2012 - Respondent lodges appeal against McAlpine C. decision.
1 May 2012 - Ms Brooks emails TIC seeking advice as to whether the matters could or should be separated. Discusses availability of both herself and Dr Watchorn. Advises that she will be leaving Gunson Williams on 18 May 2012.
11 July 2012 - Full Bench hears appeal. Respondent maintains that LSL matter was discussed with applicant’s solicitor with respondent contending that Mr Nowak could not be legally represented.
8 August 2012 - Full bench (majority decision) upholds appeal and overturns decision of McAlpine C.
21 November 2012 - Respondent writes to TIC President seeking that the application be dismissed for want of prosecution.
23 November 2012 – TIC President writes to Gunson Williams seeking advice as to the applicant’s intentions and advising that failure to respond by 10 December 2013 will result in the application being dismissed.
6 December 2012 - Gunson Williams responds indicating the applicant wishes to proceed with Gunson Williams continuing to act. Seeks further directions from the Commission.
January 2013 - Exchange of correspondence re possible hearing date/s. Respondent loses property and records to Dunalley bushfires.
25 January 2013 - Applicant advises available for hearing at any point during week commencing 25 February 2013.
February to April 2013 - Correspondence exchange re possible hearing dates continues.
29 April 2013 - Ms Brooks advises that she has resumed the file following her return to Gunson Williams.
3 May 2013 - Hearing commences.
22 May 2013 - Hearing concludes and decision reserved.
Mr Cameron submitted that the LSL and award breach matters were quite separate and there was no reason why the LSL claim could not have been pursued in parallel with the jurisdictional argument. The delays had resulted in considerable inconvenience and cost to the respondent.

Further, the applicant had not provided any explanation or excuse for the delays.

Ms Brooks contended that contrary to Mr Cameron’s submission, the application had been actively pursued during the relevant period. Regrettably the wider jurisdictional challenge concerning the alleged award breach had caused the parties to focus on this, with the short term consequence being that the LSL aspect was put to one side whilst this matter was determined.

MS Brooks submitted that the respondent had not suffered any prejudice and any additional costs would be minimal.

In two decisions Exhibit R2 Hook v Alchem Industries Pty Ltd [2003] NSWIRComm 334 dated 13/10/03 and Exhibit R3 Versace v New South Wales Police Service [2005] NSWIRComm 20 dated 8/02/2005 of the NSWIRC Sams DP adopted the principles determined by Cross J in Calvert v Stollznow Exhibit R2 Calvert v Stollznow (unreported 1 April 1980, Supreme Court Procedure, Vol 2, pp8528-8545) which were subsequently affirmed on appeal. Exhibit R2 Stollznow v Calvert [1980] 2 NSWLR 749 These principles are:

“1. Each case must depend on its own facts, without adherence to rigid formulae.

2. The Court must decide whether or not on balance justice demands that the action should be dismissed.

3. The blamelessness of a plaintiff personally for the delay is a fact relevant to be considered. Any fault of the plaintiff's solicitor should not, as a matter of course, be attributed vicariously to the plaintiff.

4. Everything must depend upon the circumstances disclosed in each particular case. It is, of course, proper to consider whether any explanation or excuse has been offered for the delay, and whether any explanation or excuse that has been offered, is credible and satisfactory.”

In Nogarap Pty Ltd v Commonwealth Bank of Australia Exhibit R4 Nogarap Pty Ltd v Commonwealth Bank of Australia [1999] TASSC 86 Evans J referred to the judgment of Underwood J in Khavounitis v NRMA Insurance Ltd Exhibit R4 Khavounitis v NRMA Insurance Ltd [1999] TASSC 2 in which he said:

"The discretion that has to be exercised is not expressly fettered, but must be exercised in accordance with principles that have been developed by the common law. See Norbis v Norbis [1986] HCA 17; (1986) 161 CLR 513. In Tasmania, those principles are authoritatively set out in the Closer Settlement Board v Thomas [1982] Tas R 179. In that case, Neasey J referred with approval at 185 to Witten v Lombard Australia Ltd (1968) WN (Pt1) NSW 405 and Stollznow v Calvert [1980] 2 NSWLR 149 and said at 186: 
'The exercise of discretion in a summons of this kind is to be determined according to the overall justice of the matter, which depends upon all its facts and circumstances. The exercise of the court's discretion is not to be confined by fixed rules. The nature of this exercise of discretion does, however, require close consideration to be given to some of the same factors which are of importance in an application to extend time after the expiration of a statutory limitation period; namely the extent and quality of delay, whether primary responsibility for it lies with the party or his legal advisers, and the extent and nature of prejudice to one party or the other. In particular, as it is relevant in this case, I agree with Moffitt P that according to circumstances, although consideration of the plaintiff's delay and the reasons for it are by the nature of the case of primary importance, inaction or delay on the part of the defendant may be relevant.' 
At 194, Cosgrove J also referred with approval to Stollznow v Calvert and said at 195: 
'...a litigant who applies for the dismissal for want of prosecution of his opponent's action (or counter-claim) should be able to assert and establish at least-- 
(a) that his opponent has delayed for a significantly long time; 
(b) that, viewed against the background of the whole matter, including the conduct of both the applicant and his opponent, that delay is inexcusable; and 
(c) that in all the circumstances it would be unjust to the applicant to allow the action (or counter-claim) to proceed and that the justice of the case requires that the action (or counter-claim) be dismissed.' “

In Chand v State Rail Authority of NSW a Full Bench of the AIRC observed: Exhibit R5 Chand, Bimla v State Rail Authority of NSW PR975108 Lawler VP, McCarthy DP, Redmond C, 
  19/12/2006

“The classic circumstances that enliven a court’s discretion to dismiss an action for want of prosecution are a failure, typically a repeated failure, by a plaintiff to comply with directions of the court or a prolonged period of inactivity on the part of a plaintiff.”

Unlike the jurisdictions referred to in the authorities, there is not an express provision in the IR Act which deals with an application to dismiss for want of prosecution. However the following sections are pertinent:
“21. Procedure of Commission and associated matters 
	…
(2) Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (1), the Commission may, in relation to a matter before it –
	…

(c) at any stage of those proceedings, dismiss a matter or a part of a matter, or refrain from further hearing, or determining, the matter or part if the Commission is satisfied – 
(i) that the matter or part is trivial;
(ii) that further proceedings are not necessary or desirable in the public interest; or
(iii) . . . . . . . . 
(iv) that, for any other reason, the matter or part should be dismissed or the hearing of those proceedings should be discontinued, as the case may be;

…

(n) generally give all such directions and do all such things as are necessary or expedient for the expeditious and just hearing and determination of that matter.”

The commencing date for this consideration is the date on which the application was lodged with the TIC (14 September 2011). Exchanges between the parties prior to that date are not relevant to this application.

Events immediately following the lodgment of the claim are unremarkable.

An initial conciliation conference was held on 19 October 2011 with a further conference scheduled for 21 November. This was subsequently vacated at the request of the parties who were pursuing avenues of resolution. It is clear that both claims were in the minds of the parties during these negotiations. It is arguable that the applicant may have taken longer than would normally be expected in responding to apparent offer/s of settlement, but given the complexity of the award breach matter in particular, it was a delay that I would not choose to be particularly critical of.

Ms Brooks met with consulting psychologist Dr Watchorn on 28 February 2012 and subsequently provided his medical report Exhibit A1
	 at the hearing before McAlpine C on 5 March 2012. This report, however, did not satisfy the respondent and the matter remained unresolved.

I accept Mr Cameron’s contention that the two matters were separable and the LSL aspect could have proceeded independently of the alleged award breach. Indeed, by email dated 1 May 2012 Ms Brooks inquired of the Commission as to this possibility. Regrettably the file does not reveal Commissioner McAlpine’s response to this inquiry, or if indeed there was a response. I suspect a likely scenario is that both parties consciously chose to focus their resources on the complexities of the jurisdictional appeal, which had been lodged that same day. Such a course would not be unusual or unreasonable in the circumstances and certainly there is no evidence which suggests that the respondent agitated to bring the LSL matter to a conclusion ahead of the appeal outcome. I also note that in the same email Ms Brooks flagged her imminent departure from Gunson Williams.

The delay following the appeal decision on 8 August 2012 is more serious. The LSL aspect could and should have been pursued to finality shortly thereafter, but nothing was heard from the applicant. 

In the circumstances the respondent was entitled to bring matters to a head by virtue of correspondence dated 21 November 2012. On 23 November the President wrote to Gunson Williams stating:

“I am of the view that this matter needs to be progressed to finalisation as quickly as possible. Accordingly I would be grateful if you would advise your intentions not later than 5pm on Monday 10 December 2012.

In the event that we do not hear from you by that date the Commission will refrain from further hearing and the application will be dismissed.”

By email dated 6 December 2012 Mr Stuart James advised:

“Mr Nowak has instructed me that he wishes to progress this matter with Gunson Williams continuing to act on his behalf.

I look forward to receiving further directions in relation to this matter.”

The subsequent listing and hearing of this matter proceeded as quickly as possible, having regard to the respondent’s unfortunate loss of property and records as a consequence of the Dunalley bushfires.

There is no evidence that any blame should attach to Mr Nowak personally. He is clearly not experienced in legal proceedings of this nature and, through no making of his own, found himself involved in a jurisdictional debate of considerable complexity. Mr Nowak is understandably reliant on his legal advisers.

Similarly I attach no blame to Ms Brooks. She was not in the employ of Gunson Williams between May 2012 and January 2013. However during the periods she was in control of the file, Ms Brooks acted professionally and cooperatively. I do note however that Mr Nowak’s legal representation changed on at least four occasions and I suspect this may have contributed to the delay post May 2012. Gunson Williams may choose to review this aspect.

As Sams DP observed in Hook, dismissing an application for want of prosecution is a most serious matter and must be exercised with considerable care and caution.

In Hook and Versace, the lengthy delays were accompanied by a combination of non-attendance at hearings, failure to comply with directions and failure to notify the Commission of changed contact details.
These facts stand in contrast with the instant matter. The applicant attended all hearings, was generally cooperative and complied with directions of the Commission. Whilst it is likely that the respondent was frustrated with the lack of finality of the matter, there is no evidence of any actual prejudice or significant additional cost.

This matter has taken much longer than it should have to bring to a point of finalisation. However, the behavior of the applicant is not such as to warrant dismissal for want of prosecution.

The respondent’s preliminary application is denied and I now turn to the merits of the case.

Background

The respondent operates an oyster lease and processing facility at Dunalley.

Mr Nowak commenced employment with the respondent on 7 April 1999. At all material times Mr Nowak was employed as a Shellfish Farm Attendant on a full-time basis.

Mr Nowak resigned on 26 February 2011. His letter of resignation stated:

“I am writing this letter to inform you that I am resigning from my position at Bing –I Oysters a week from the above date. I am doing this for mental and physical health reasons. I can provide letter from a General Practitioner and Psychologist to support this. My anxiety and depression is causing problems with my blood pressure and other aspects of mine and my family’s life.”

Correspondence from Dr Patel, Richmond Medical Centre, dated 1 March 2011 states:

“This is to certify that I have today examined:
 
Mr Brendon Anthony Nowak,
831 Native Corners Road,
CAMPANIA  7026

In my opinion, he will be unfit for his normal work, indefinitely, as he is undergoing severe stress and anxiety issues with having had a few breakdowns due to work related stress and needs to undergo counseling and medication reviews.”

It is presumed that this correspondence was sent to the respondent.

Correspondence from Dr Watchorn to the respondent dated 3 March 2011 reads: Exhibit A2

“I am writing this letter at the request of Mr Brendon Nowak who is a client of my clinical practice.  Mr Nowak has recently advised that he has resigned from his position at Bing-I Oysters. He requested I write a letter to yourself, summarising his treatment and condition.

Mr Nowak commenced counselling with me in November 2009.  He was referred by his General Practitioner to assist him with long standing low grade anxiety and depression.  At interview, it was apparent to me that Mr Nowak was suffering with significant anxiety and depression which was effecting his physical well-being and also having a negative impact on his relationship with family.

During counselling, the author became aware that Mr Nowak’s depressive symptoms appeared to be significantly exacerbated by his work scenario and the long work days that included long travelling times.  Mr Nowak showed some improvement in his condition in early 2010.  However, it was the author’s opinion that Mr Nowak would need to leave his current employment for any long-term sustainable improvement in his psychological condition to occur.”

The applicant seeks a pro rata long service leave entitlement pursuant to s8(3)(c) of the LSL Act, which (at the time) provided for a pro rata entitlement where an employee had completed between seven and 15 years continuous employment and that employee;

“terminates his employment on account of incapacity or domestic or other pressing necessity of such a nature as to justify the termination of that employment.”

The applicant relies on the ground “other pressing necessity.”

Evidence

Sworn evidence was taken from the following witnesses:

	Dr Julian Watchorn, Clinical Psychologist

Brendon Nowak, the applicant
Jeffrey Peddell, Proprietor of the business known as Bing-I Oysters

Evidence of Dr Watchorn

Dr Watchorn had seen Mr Nowak over two periods of time. The first occasion was on 16 November 2009 and for three following appointments leading to February 2010. He was again referred to Dr Watchorn who saw him on 17 February 2011 and on nine further occasions between March and December 2011. Dr Watchorn’s evidence was Transcript p 33:

“- and obviously I’ve had some discussions with you on Mr Nowak’s employment termination in February 2011.   The – was it the same condition that you saw him for for both periods?……He – he was suffering a depression in both periods.   I think on the second – the second time on his return in February 2011 I think it was a little bit more severe.   The significant difference I was aware of was sleep disturbance; it was evident then and it wasn’t evident before.

Okay.   Thank you.   And what history did Mr Nowak give to you on the first period that you saw him?……History in regards to –

Oh what – you know what did he describe to what did he state that he came – the reason why he came to see you – ……All right.   

So the background of what he gave?……Yeah, he sort of reported that he’d been experiencing signs of depression and anxiety for a number of years.   He stated that he was initially referred at the end of – he received a GP’s referral at the end of 2007 and early 2008 but never made the appointment.   He reported that he became quite depressed at the end of 2009 and was subsequently referred to me via his GP.   He reported – he presented with significant signs of depression and reported having issues with his work – his employment in regards to a difficult relationship with his boss, significant travel time, a lack of flexibility on his employer’s part to allow him to take either sick leave or time to assist with the family.   And it was my assessment at the time that unless he left his job there wouldn’t be a significant improvement in his wellbeing.   He didn’t (sic) commence antidepressants at that time and there was an improvement in his mood but it was apparent that Mr Nowak would ultimately have to leave his job for a significant improvement or permanent improvement in his wellbeing.

Okay.   Thank you.   And – so you said he started antidepressants at that time?……Yes.

Are you able to give a date when he started those?……My understanding was that he started them immediately upon the referral, which would have been in November 2009.”

And later: Transcript p 35

“Okay.   Thank you.   Okay, and you said a moment ago that it was your opinion that if he didn’t leave his job that his condition wouldn’t improve unless he left his job, is that -……Mm, yes.

- that’s your opinion?……Yes.

And that was – was that the first – in the first time you saw him?……Certainly at the end of – the first four sessions when he came to see me, at the end of that time I concluded with him that for significant – there was improvement in his condition over that time, but for him to significantly improve or to recover he would need to leave his employment.”

Dr Watchorn said that when Mr Nowak returned in February 2011 his condition had deteriorated, in that he now had disturbed sleep patterns.

Note: Dr Watchorn said that Mr Nowak had just resigned when he returned in February 2011. However his evidence was that he saw Mr Nowak on 17 February and Mr Nowak’s letter of resignation is dated 22 February 2011.

Dr Watchorn said that in his opinion the work environment was a significant contributing factor to Mr Nowak’s depression. Transcript p36 He referred to travelling time, a difficult relationship with his employer, a feeling that he wasn’t allowed sufficient time to assist his family, uncertain start and finishing times, bullying, not feeling valued by his employer, monotony of the job and pressure to “get numbers out.” Transcript p 41

Under cross-examination, Dr Watchorn attributed travelling time and bullying as each being 30% contributing factors, with monotony being a lesser factor. Transcript p 42 Lack of family time was a significant and increasing factor. Transcript p 43

When questioned as to how Mr Nowak’s depression might be resolved, Dr Watchorn said: Transcript p 36

“There’d been some improvement with medication, but I saw no way of full recovery without him leaving his employment.”

Dr Watchorn said he was aware that Mr Nowak had applied for other jobs. However, In relation to Mr Nowak’s capacity to find alternative employment, Dr Watchorn said: Transcript p 43

“You indicated that you met with Ms Brooks to discuss this case and she went through the – the certain test that may be required and you said that a reasonable person would feel compelled to resign in these circumstances.   Why did you form that opinion?……It was my belief that because Mr Nowak was depressed he was not able – he was seeking to find other employment but because of his depression wasn’t able to do so, and my understanding was that unless he left his work and recovered he would not be able to find new employment.

So therefore, his depression was a factor against him when he applied for other jobs?……I don’t think he was well enough to apply for other jobs.”

In December 2011 Mr Nowak gained full-time employment as a night fill employee in a city supermarket. In relation to his mental condition at that time, Dr Watchorn said: Transcript p 46

“And how was his condition at that time when he finished seeing you in December?……He was showing no signs of depression at that stage, so I would call that a full recovery by that time.   And probably the recovery was – it was around about September – August/September, I think, that there was significant improvement across mood and level of energy, irritability, those factors.”

Evidence of Mr Nowak

Mr Nowak said that he was first referred to Dr Watchorn in 2007 but did not see him as he was “somewhat embarrassed about it.” It was November 2009 before he actually saw Dr Watchorn who advised “that the only way I would make a full recovery would be to end my employment at Bing-I-Oysters.” He did not resign at the time because he had nothing to go to and had bills to pay. Transcript p 56

At the time of resignation Mr Nowak felt he was “slipping back into the area I was when I first went and saw him.” 

Mr Nowak agreed that in the period leading up to his resignation he was in dispute with his employer concerning accrued hours. He agreed that this was the “final straw” but “there were a couple of moments before that as well that played on my mind.” Transcript p 54

In his evidence Mr Nowak referred to a number of workplace issues. They included unpredictable start and finishing times; being made to feel guilty about taking time off to care for the children and an absence of conversation, whereas previously it had been free flowing.

Mr Nowak said that he had discussed his depression with Mr Peddell in October 2009. He acknowledged that he had applied for at least two other positions and that he had been allowed time off to attend interviews.

In relation to the period following his resignation, Mr Nowak’s evidence was: Transcript p 57

“MS BROOKS (Resuming):   So after leaving in February and applying late September, early October 2011 for Woolworths how come you didn’t look for any other employment in that time?……I did not want to work.

And why was that?……I could not – I could not face going to work.

And why was that?……It just made me ill, feel – you know, the thought of it was horrid.

Thank you.   Now you mentioned a moment ago that at the time that you left Bing-I-Oysters that you felt you had to get out?……Yes.

Why did you feel like that?

MR CAMERON:   He’s already answered that question, Commissioner.

PRESIDENT:   Well I’ll allow Ms Brooks to continue.   

WITNESS:   What was the question again, sorry?

MS BROOKS (Resuming):   You gave evidence a moment ago that when you left Bing-I-Oysters in February 2011 that you felt you had to get out, and what was the – why did you feel that?……Well I had to remove myself from the situation.

Okay…….It was basically Geoff who goes or I go and he’s – he was the boss, so yeah.”

Mr Nowak said he spent “almost zero” time looking after his property in the period immediately following his resignation. Transcript p 61

When questioned about the travelling time in his new job, Mr Nowak said: Transcript p 84

Now your new employment that you have is forty five minutes travel time approximately?……yes.

And you gave evidence earlier that your – the previous travel time from the places that you lived, at Campania and Warrane, was around about fifty minutes?……Yes.

Now how – there’s only round about five minutes difference, why do you feel that you’re okay with that travel time now?……Work’s enjoyable.

PRESIDENT:   Sorry, I didn’t hear that.

WITNESS:   Work – I enjoy working, it’s a good environment, I’m happy.   I love it.”

Evidence of Mr Peddell

Mr Peddell said that the oyster industry was driven by tides, which not only varied each day, but were unpredictable as a consequence of variable weather conditions. This meant it was impossible to have set rosters with fixed starting and finishing times. He said Mr Nowak was fully aware of this and the travelling time when he commenced employment. 

Mr Peddell said he had always allowed Mr Nowak time off to attend to personal matters, even when they were very busy. He did agree that he had an issue with time off to care for Mr Nowak’s children. “ I wasn’t happy with it, but I never refused.” Transcript p 94

Mr Peddell acknowledged that Mr Nowak had discussed his mental state with him, and he had empathy with Mr Nowak’s circumstances. Mr Peddell said he had suggested a part-time position.

Mr Peddell said he was aware that Mr Nowak was looking for alternative employment and had expressed a desire to get out of the oyster industry.

Mr Peddell said Mr Nowak was a “good worker and a good thinker.” However towards the end his work performance had deteriorated “obviously with his mental state and all that it-he didn’t have his heart and soul in it. He became – what do you say – undermining my authority…” Transcript p 101 Mr Peddell agreed that the atmosphere in the lunch room had become very quiet, which he put down to Mr Nowak’s depressive state.

Findings

On reviewing the evidence I have reached the following conclusions:

	Mr Nowak has suffered from a depressive illness at least since 2009 and possibly before.

Mr Nowak’s condition was known to the employer who acknowledged that it had a negative impact on Mr Nowak‘s work performance.
Clinical psychologist Dr Watchorn, as early as 2009, advised Mr Nowak that he would need to leave his employment for him to significantly improve or recover. Mr Nowak did not act on this advice at the time.
Mr Nowak’s depressive condition was apparent, and probably worse than 2009, when he resigned in February 2011.
Mr Nowak did not have any job to go to at the time of resignation, and could not bring himself to apply for employment until September 2011. Dr Watchorn confirmed that Mr Nowak was not well enough to apply for employment at that time.
Mr Nowak had fully recovered by December 2011 and was in full-time employment.
Mr Nowak applied for at least two positions during the last 2-3 years of employment with the respondent. Further, Mr Nowak had made it known that he wanted to get out of the oyster industry.
The uncertain starting and finishing times is an unavoidable feature of the oyster processing industry which was known to Mr Nowak when he commenced employment.
The relationship between Mr Nowak and Mr Peddell deteriorated towards the end of his employment.
Mr Peddell demonstrated considerable latitude and flexibility in allowing Mr Nowak time off for private purposes.
Aside from a possibly negative attitude towards carers leave, there is no objective evidence which even remotely supports an allegation of bullying against Mr Peddell. However, Mr Nowak may have felt he was being pressured or even bullied.
A dispute relating to accrued hours was probably the trigger or final straw leading to Mr Nowak’s resignation.
The travelling time in Mr Nowak’s current employment is similar to that which he complained of during his employment with the respondent.
I now apply these findings to the tests applicable in an application of this nature. However, before doing so I observe that this is not an exercise in apportioning blame. It is not a question of the relative merits (good or bad) of Mr Nowak as an employee and Mr Peddell as an employer. I have already found that a number of things that Mr Nowak complained of are not sustained on an objective test. This does not however mean that they did not loom large in the mind of Mr Nowak. The only consideration is whether a circumstance existed which amounted to a pressing necessity of such a nature as to justify termination.

This Commission has consistently applied the decision of the NSW Industrial Commission in Court Session in Computer Sciences of Australia Pty Ltd v Leslie. Exhibit R6 Computer Sciences of Australia Pty Ltd v Leslie (1983) 83 AR (NSW) 828

In this matter Mr Cameron urged that the tests found in AWU v Sunshine Coast Private Hospital. Exhibit R 6 AWU v Sunshine Coast Private Hospital [2003] QIRComm 241 Asbury C 19/2/2003 be applied. The tests adopted by Asbury C in this matter appear to extend the Computer Sciences decision to include some of the elements found in British Motor Corporation v Chance. Exhibit R6 British Motor Corporation v Chance (1965) AR (NSW) 364 

Whilst I have no particular quarrel with these tests, I note that the extensions attributable to Chance may well have been dealing with a materially different statutory provision. For this reason I see no compelling reason to depart from the long established tests found in Computer Sciences. I now apply these questions:

Was the reason claimed for termination one which fell within s8(3)(c) of the LSL Act?
I have no hesitation in concluding that depression is a mental health condition which could constitute a “pressing necessity” within the meaning of the LSL Act.

Was such a reason genuinely held by the worker and not simply colourable or a rationalisation?
Mr Nowak had been treated for depression for several years and was under medication at the time of resignation. He had previously received clear and unambiguous advice that the only prospect of a full recovery was to leave his employment.

This prognosis proved to be accurate. At the time of resignation Mr Nowak had nothing to go to in terms of alternative employment and could not even face the prospect of applying for employment. Dr Watchorn confirmed that he was not well enough at that point to perform any employment. After 10 months treatment and absence from the workforce, Mr Nowak had, in Dr Watchorn’s opinion, fully recovered.

I am satisfied that the reason for resignation (depressive illness) was genuinely held by Mr Nowak and was not a rationalisation after the event. 

Although the reason claimed may not be the sole ground which actuated the worker in his decision to terminate, was it the real or motivating reason for it?
On the evidence of Dr Watchorn work factors such as travel time, unpredictable start/finish times, pressure, monotony etc were significant contributing factors in Mr Nowak’s depressive state of health. I am therefore prepared to accept Ms Brooks’ submission as to the causal relationship between these factors and the depression experienced by Mr Nowak, and that it was the depression which was the real or motivating factor for his resignation. I am strengthened in this view by the fact that Mr Nowak had nothing to go to in terms of alternative employment. 

Was the reason such that a reasonable person in the circumstances in which the worker found himself placed might have felt compelled to terminate his employment?
This is the objective rather than subjective test and in this case is essentially a medical question.

The evidence of Dr Watchorn was that a reasonable person in the same circumstances might have felt compelled to terminate his employment. Transcript p 37

I have no reason to disagree with Dr Watchorn’s view. Accordingly, the answer to this question is ‘Yes’.

Based on the above I find that the applicant has satisfied the requirements for a pro rata entitlement to Long Service leave.








Order
Pursuant to Section 31 of the Industrial Relations Act 1984 I hereby order that JK Peddell and SE Peddell (t/a Bing-I-Oysters) pay to Brendon Nowak an amount equivalent to a pro rata long service leave entitlement based on the period of service from 7 April 1999 until 26 February 2011, such payment to be made not later than close of business Monday, 19 August 2013.










Tim Abey
PRESIDENT 
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